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Meeting for Worship: 6pm Sundays
Connections
Co-Clerks
Brad Bussiere-Nichols
pfmbrad@gmail.com 207-756-5586

1837 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103
portlandfriendsmeeting.org
207-200-6544

“To whom, or to what, are you accountable?”

Lyn Ballou
balloulyn@gmail.com, 207 838-6717

— Query 7, 2014 New England Yearly Meeting Interim Faith and Practice

Treasurer, Contributions
Jane Mullen, 215–421–5257
jmmmaine@aol.com

Calendar

Treasurer, Operating Account
Kathy Beach, 207-233-2065
katherinegbeach@gmail.com,

Monthly

Treasurer, Special Funds
Special Needs Funds
Elizabeth Szatkowski 207-274-3564
Ministry and Counsel
Beth Bussiere-Nichols
Christine Fletcher
Pastoral Care Coordinator
Christina Davis 518-0784
Childcare Coordinator
Susan Grannell 401-413-5951
pfm-nurserycoordinator@googlegroups.com
Religious Education
Adult: On Hiatus
Youth: Luke Hankins 207-200-6042

August 1-9 New England Yearly Meeting Sessions neym.org

Every Sunday:

6p Meeting for Worship (summer schedule)

Monday-Friday: 10:30-11:00a Meeting for Worship
contact David Spector david01@nsrusa.org for details
Second Saturdays: 5-8p Youngish adults potluck
Bart Czyz, btczyz@gmail.com, 207 899 5937
*contact Clerks for online Meeting for Worship links

Help Portland Friends with an Easter Breakfast Contribution
As you are probably aware there was no Easter Breakfast this year – no cheesy
potatoes, no yummy quiche, or bowls of fruit and no friendly gathering at the
Meetinghouse. And from a financial point of view no special donations to support
Bradley Lwungu’s tuition to attend high school in Kakamega, Kenya.
People at Business Meeting last Sunday seemed eager to correct that situation.
Financial Oversight which already forwarded the money for Bradley’s high school
tuition in July would appreciate your help, but we want you to participate only in a
way which is completely comfortable for you.

Youth Religious Education Coordinator:
Andy Grannell 207-878-8698
grannell90@gmail.com

Andy Grannell called me yesterday to suggest that your check would be a very
fitting memorial tribute to Sukie Rice who died last week. Sukie was instrumental in
establishing and faithfully supporting the orphanage that Bradley has attended for
many years.

Use of the Meetinghouse
Lise Wagner 232-1778
lise.r.wagner@gmail.com

Others spoke of perhaps meeting in a small group in a social distanced back yard
to enjoy strawberry shortcake or blueberry pie with a few Friends to honor the
comradery of the usual celebration, in a subdued covid way, of course.

e-group membership
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com

However you choose to participate, please write Bradley/Sukie in the memo line of
your check so that we can accurately report the memorial gift to Sukie’s family.

Newsletter submissions
Heather Denkmire
pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

Mail your check to Portland Friends Meeting, 1837 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME
04103.

Address/directory changes
directory@portlandfriendsmeeting.org

Any funds received totaling more than the $500 already dispersed will be shared
with other charities decided upon by Youth Religious Education. Thank you for
your help! Muriel Allen

Portland Friends Meeting
Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business
July 19, 2020
We began in silent worship at 7:34 pm, gathered remotely and connected via Zoom, with 26 members and attenders
present.
Our presiding clerk, Brad Bussiere-Nichols, read query #7 from the 2014 New England Yearly Meeting Interim Faith and
Practice:
To whom, or to what, are you accountable?
1. June minutes. The minutes from our June Meeting for Business were accepted as printed in the newsletter.
2. Treasurers report for June 2020. Kathy Beach presented this report showing our expenditures and income in June,
with a surplus of income over expenses. She also expressed appreciation to Muriel Allen, who took good care of our
finances while Kathy was away for most of the past year. Kathy noted that the paving project was paid for from our
endowment funds, and is therefore not reflected in this operating budget report. We accepted Kathy's report with
gratitude, and joined in appreciation for Muriel Allen's work. The June report was actually put together by Muriel.
Muriel Allen expressed her appreciation for our Treasurer Kathy Beach who shepherded her through this last year from six
time zones away. It turned out to be an unusual year. No one could have predicted covid and the chaos that it brought,
but Kathy stayed focused and calm and helped enormously with her excellent advice.
As luck would have it, we also had some unusual expenses this year with paving and painting. Our endowment funds and
the accounts that we draw them from were down as were all the financial markets.
Financial summary for Portland Friends Meeting Jan – June 2020 6 months = 50%
Year to date

% of budget

Income
Donations

$ 26,539

44%

Rent

1,295

26%

Endowment

6,000

50%

$ 33,834

43%

$ 10,036

36%

Meeting committees

17,622

39%

PFM contributions to

3,500

72%

Total **

$ 31,158

40%

Balance ****

$ 2,676

Total **
Expenses
Meeting house

Quaker organizations

Contributions can be sent to Meeting House address – 1837 Forest Ave, Portland ME 04103
Muriel noted that our budget includes a $1,000 expense for Bradley Lwungu's schooling in Kakamega, funded with $500
to be raised from the Easter Breakfast and $500 from regular Meeting donations. There was, of course, no Easter
Breakfast. The entire $1,000 expense was paid from meeting funds, but how to repay the $500 that should have come
from the breakfast?
Muriel suggested that we could have a Virtual Breakfast fundraiser to raise what would have come from the actual event.
If more than $500 is raised the youth could have a Zoom business meeting and decide what other charities they would
like to fund. Muriel agreed to coordinate such a virtual fundraising event, perhaps linked to physical mini-breakfasts with a
fundraising focus, drawing on the creative insight of Friends.
(cont-)
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(Minutes continued from page 2)

3. Ministry and Counsel. Christine Fletcher reported for Ministry and Counsel, offering reports from a number of
subgroups:
Health and Wellbeing subcommittee: A recent update from the last committee meeting was sent to egroup last week
which included suggestions for how to plan gatherings with limited attendance. The Committee had hoped that meetings
on the meetinghouse grounds or inside the building might be able to start soon. But further discernment has revealed
that traffic noise is too loud to allow outside meetings, and that so far the risks with respect to the pandemic are too great
to permit meetings inside the building. Going forward, focusing on how a smaller meeting might be held within the
building, and developing a protocol for such could prove helpful. The committee anticipates working to support a hybrid
zoom/in person worship format to accommodate worship for Friends at home and in the meetinghouse.
Family Promise: Due to the pandemic, Family Promise is changing its focus to the crisis faced by the families who have
graduated but are now falling between the cracks of support systems. PFM will be supporting Sandra’s family, which
includes 4 children. They speak mostly French; so there is a need for French-speaking members from our meeting. Fritz
and Lyn are willing to be among those who speak French and can help. Courtney, who coordinates for Family Promise, will
be meeting with the four or five PFM members who are being identified as direct helpers. Others can contribute by giving
donations.
Ann Dodd-Collins' report offer more detail: Within 24 hours I had enough positive responses to be able to say Yes to the
question of whether we want to participate in Family Promise in its new form. Courtney Tabor, GPFP Program Director, and
I had a couple of conversations about our being a support congregation and agreed that Sandra might be a good fit for
Portland Friends. Sandra is a single parent with four children ages 5 to 12. They are from DR Congo and speak French and
Lingala. Sandra speaks little English. We hosted them last December.
GPFP is envisioning a group of three or four people who will be actively involved with the family while others in the
congregation will provide support in other ways. I am hoping that one of our French speakers will be willing to video
conference or use What’s App to communicate with Sandra.
We are currently thinking that Sandra will need help with food. Perhaps that will involve supplementing her GA vouchers,
or it may just mean providing a ride to the grocery store. We also suspect she will need help with providing school
supplies for her children, also possibly quarters for the laundromat and Portland trash bags.
Courtney is hoping to have a zoom meeting with three or four of us sometime next week to discuss needs, boundaries,
and when to involve the GPFP staff.
There is a question about how to finance this support. I believe we already have approval to use the money designated in
the PFM budget for hosting to support the family, but we have also had people offer financial support for the family. How
do we handle this? Can we set up a special fund that those of us who are working with the family can access without
going through Financial Oversight?
Faithfulness Groups: This group has worked hard to create groups from the first list of interested Friends. At this point,
there are 6 groups of about 4 individuals each (the groups now range from 3 to 5 members). Three groups are already
formed and meeting; three more are in the process of setting up. They are particularly valuable in this time when we are
not meeting for worship in person. There will be ongoing opportunity to join groups and Friends who are interested
should be in touch.
Hannah Colbert's report offers more detail: We have three formed groups and three groups that are in the process of
formation. 24 people are actively involved. The formed groups have had their first meetings and soon it will be time to
check in to see how it's going, if they need anything, if they have any advice from their experiences to share with other
groups. The groups that are in process each have someone from the mini-committee following up with them (or, in a
couple cases, part of them). At this point, we believe that everyone who wanted to be part of a group has been accounted
for--although that could change. We plan to bring this up with the meeting in a few months, perhaps when we begin
meeting in person again, to deliver a fuller report of individual experiences and renew the invitation to anyone who may
have become interested in the meantime.
(cont-)
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(Minutes continued from page 3)

4. Joining Durham Meeting as a sister meeting with Velasco Friends Meeting in Cuba. Fritz Weiss introduced this
proposal, referring to his detailed report of Hanover Meeting's experience as a sister meeting with Havana Meeting, and to
Ann Dodd Collins' report to Portland Meeting after her 2016 trip to Cuba. This material has been available to us

via our e-group and our newsletter for some time.

Durham Meeting has asked for our assistance, but we're not clear what this entails and how it should be
structured. It felt premature to approve the proposal without clarity about how such a relationship would work,
and why we would be doing this. Our approval would need to represent the clear commitment of Portland
Friends Meeting as a body, and not just the passion of a few Friends who are energizing the process.
Before we can consider this again we need more detailed discussions between members of Portland and
Durham Meetings, an outline of the structure for support, and an understanding of whatever process would be
put in place to carry this relationship.
To move this forward, we appointed an exploratory committee, consisting of Hannah Colbert, Fritz Weiss, Ann
Dodd-Collins, Lyn Ballou, Becky Steele, and Doug McCown, and such other Friends as this group wishes to add.
We look forward to receiving their report, after their own deliberations and their meeting(s) with relevant Friends
from Durham Meeting.
5. Buildings and Grounds Committee. Karin Wagner offered the following written report on the work being
done by Buildings and Grounds:
* The parking lot paving was completed by J.A. Ricci and Sons on June 23rd, keeping to the estimate of
$65,550. New grass was planted along all margins and new curbing was installed along the lawn to the right of
the front stairs. Finishing touches remain to be completed including replacing handicapped parking signs and
possibly installation of cement wheel stops. (this to be discussed at the committee’s next meeting).
* The exterior of the meetinghouse is currently being painted by Ray Moulton, and is scheduled to be complete
in early August, weather permitting. The estimated cost of this work is $3,800.
* Repairs have been made to multiple window frames and eaves by Peter Raszmann over the spring and
summer to prepare for the exterior painting.
* Doug Malcolm and the ad hoc PFM Gardening Group (Kathy Beach, Sandi Jensen, Lise Wagner, Karin Wagner,
Kiya Smith, Holly Travers) have completed extensive work on the gardens surrounding the meeting house. A
new garden bed was created under the pine tree to the right of the front steps, and new window wells were
built to protect the basement windows behind this bed. Many thanks to Doug Malcolm for the majority of this
painstaking work! Thanks to the Gardening Group for the moral and material support for this work.
With these projects, the committee has spent all of its budgeted funds for the year. They strongly encourage all
to visit the meetinghouse to witness the work that has taken place in our absence!
6. Closing. Our meeting closed in silent worship at 8:44 am, with about 30 members and attenders present,
purposing to meet again, God willing, at 9:00 am on Sunday September 13, 2020.
Announcements:
* Newsletter deadline is Tuesday July 21 at 11:59 pm. Please consider offering a profile of yourself.
* Friends who register for New England Yearly Meeting sessions on or before July 19th will receive a surprise in
the mail when you do.

Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Fink,
Co-Recording Clerk
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(cont-)

Notes on Reflection on Faith and Practice Revision of Chapter on Marriage
PFM held two discussions in January to discuss the proposed text of the revised chapter on Marriage. Those were rich
conversations and notes taken were communicated to the F&P Revision Committee. Jay, Genna and Meg felt a truth rising
from the group present for the discussion in January that was worth sharing and raising with M&C to see if this was shared
among all PFM members and could be forwarded to the Revision Committee as a minute where all PFM felt unity.
M&C Committee had a lively discussion with those led to write the minute. While most M&C members united with the
minute, there was not agreement on it or on moving it to business meeting. There was a desire to wrestle as a whole
community with the questions this minute raises but not clarity on how and where. Perhaps use planned meeting retreat as
a way to dig deeper on the broader question of how Spirit informs our actions in Marriage and in all things?
As Christine and I reflected after the meeting, a future meeting retreat seems overly vague and distant. We would like to
include the minute in the newsletter so it could be more widely read sooner.
Yours in the Light,
Beth and Christine
Proposed Minute on Faith and Practice Revision Chapter on Marriage
Portland Friends Meeting put out an invitation on January 12 and 26, 2020 for discussion of the proposed Faith and
Practice chapter on Marriage. For those gathered on January 12, the Spirit brought to us some piece of truth obscured in
the current text.
The chapter opens with the quotation from Thomas Ellwood, ”We sensibly felt the Lord with us and joining us, the sense
thereof remained with us all our lifetime…” and also includes in two places the George Fox quote “we marry none; it is the
Lord’s work, and we are but witnesses.” We find these quotes aptly describe the spiritual nature of marriage.
Yet, throughout the text, marriage is referred to as a choice made by individuals. (ie Line 12 “For those who choose it”) In
the circle gathered January 12, a growing clarity illuminated the spiritual nature of marriage - a union led by God in which
the individuals’ (and meeting’s) role is to discern whether marriage is a step of faithfulness to the Spirit’s leading. Indeed,
we acknowledge that such a union is not humanly possible. The choice is to faithfully follow the leading. Thus what makes
Quaker marriage distinct from secular or legal marriage, and taken under the care of a meeting, is that it flows from this
spiritual basis.

Portland Friends Meeting Email Lists

Portland
Friends
Meeting
Directories
Email directory@portlandfriendsmeeting.org to
request copies of the most updated directory or to
let us know about changes we should make to your
contact information!
(tip: add directory@portlandfriendsmeeting.org to
your email/computer/phone address books so the
directory doesn’t end up in your spam folder!)
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Our Meeting has two email lists, or, “google groups.”
1) PFM Life of the Meeting, for items directly related to
Portland Friends Meeting business and/or directly Quaker
items.
2) PFM Wider Community, for any items of interest from the
PFM community to share, not necessarily directly related to
Quakers, including personal invitations or community events.
To send an announcement to PFM Life of the Meeting, email:
pfm-life-of-the-meeting@googlegroups.com.
To send an announcement to PFM Wider Community, email:
pfm-wider-community@googlegroups.com.
For any questions related to the lists, including requests to add
yourself to one or both: pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com.

INDIGENOUS MATTERS
Wayne Cobb
Exciting news! THE way to support the efforts of the Tribes in Maine
right now in getting legislation passed to remedy the many ills of the
existing Settlement Act: Wabanaki Alliance. The following announcement
from the Tribes provides ways to sign up to stay informed and support the
Alliance. Please share the website (https://wabanakialliance.com) broadly
on your social media and with any other contact lists you have. If you
want more information on Indigenous matters in Maine, contact me at at
wcobb2@gmail.com.
Announcement: Native Americans have lived in Maine peacefully for thousands of years. We lived
peacefully hunting, fishing and trading among the tribes and living in concert with the land. In the 1600s
that all changed when we welcomed visitors who came to the shores of Maine.
The Wabanaki Confederacy, translated to “People of the Dawn,” was unified in 1606. The confederation
was comprised of the principal nations, Abenaki, Micmac, Maliseet, Passamaquoddy and Penobscot. At
the time these tribes came from present day Maine and eastern Canada.
The Wabanaki Confederacy played a key role in supporting the colonials of the American Revolution
against King George. The Treaty of Watertown of 1776 formalized the relationship. The Treaty was signed
by the Micmac and Passamaquoddy tribes, two of the Wabanaki Confederacy’s members. General George
Washington expressed his appreciation for the alliance in a letter.
Despite the tribes’ support of the colonials the favor of support was not returned after the war. During the
time of the Wabanaki Confederacy (1606-1862) and beyond the Wabanaki people were radically
decimated due to many decades of warfare, but also because of famines and devastating epidemics of
infectious disease.
In June of 2020 the tribes in Maine (Aroostook Band of Micmac, Houlton Band of Maliseet,
Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation) formed the Wabanaki Alliance. The Wabanaki Alliance was
formed to educate the people of Maine about the need for securing sovereignty for the Wabanaki tribes in
Maine.
We hope you will join us in our efforts by supporting the Wabanaki Alliance.
In 1980 the Maine Indian Claim Settlement Act was passed by Congress and ratified by the tribes and the
State of Maine. The Settlement Act was supposed to be a living document that would be improved upon.
Under political duress the tribes agreed to the Settlement Act but with the hope to continue improving the
relationship between the State of Maine and the tribes. For forty years this has not happened.
Because of the 1980 Settlement Act the Wabanaki tribes have had their sovereignty stripped from them.
The promise of improving the Settlement Act has never been fulfilled. Now the Wabanaki tribes are
treated less than every other tribe in America. The Wabanaki tribes are not asking for special privileges but
fairness by having the same or similar sovereignty as the 573 other federally recognized tribes across
America.
We ask all those who support the sovereignty of the Wabanaki tribes to join us.
Woliwon [Thank you].
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Resurfacing: A Portland Friends Meeting Story
Even though Sarah and I landed at Portland Friends Meeting a few months after our marriage, we’ve always felt like a
piece of our wedding story is buried at the meetinghouse. I mean this quite literally: at Love Your Meetinghouse Day in
May 2003 Sarah’s wedding band slipped oﬀ in some flower bed or leaf pile, never to be seen again.
She knew it right away, before we left the meeting grounds that day. We searched and searched that afternoon, to no avail.
So did everyone else. We scoured the flower beds for weeks afterward, even talked about getting a metal detector, but we
figured it must have been swept up in a bag and carted oﬀ to the landfill. Or perhaps it was nestled deep within the
hallowed soil, somehow infusing our marriage with Quaker spirit.
We had purchased matching rings a year before our marriage in 2002. Sarah had spent time in Brazil, and the tradition
there is for each partner to wear a band on their right ring finger while engaged, and switch them over to their left hands
at the wedding ceremony. So while on a trip to Brazil to share our wedding plans with Sarah’s host family, we had two
identical rings made, inscribing them with a simple “Robert e Sarah 2002” on the inside of the band (“E” being the word
“and” in Portuguese).
***** *****
On any given dawn for the past few months, Doug Malcolm has been lovingly
tending to the Meetinghouse grounds; it’s been an unexpected bit of covid-era
ministry and contemplative time for Doug. Sometimes he’ll talk to Ed Robinson or
Anne Harwood while weeding a flower bed. It’s a peaceful way for Doug to start his
day, and he’s enriched the soil with his own spirit.
Last Thursday, Doug had wrapped up his morning’s work, returned to his car and
was putting away his tools. Something was nagging at him, though, and he decided
to return to one of the flower beds to weed the stonework along the border, at the
edge of the new driveway pavement. And there it was, a tiny little glint of metal on
top of the soil. It looked like a children’s toy. He picked it up and realized it was
made of metal. He wiped oﬀ some of the dirt, read the inscription, and reached for
his phone.
Sarah and I embraced each other with wonder and awe when we heard Doug’s
message. Later that morning, our two rings were reunited after 17 years apart. Call it
a miracle. Call it pure coincidence. All we know is that there is an ocean of Light
within Doug Malcolm, and it has inspired him to spend his mornings caring for our meeting grounds. And then an inner
voice led him to that exact spot where he struck gold.
Like most everyone, it’s been an emotionally wrought few months for us. The return of Sarah’s ring feels like a blessing
from the universe, another example of how Spirit resurfaces at the most unexpected times.
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Emergence and Transformation
by Sandi Jensen
I was working in the kitchen garden and Sam opened the back door and said “Come here right
now!” Just inside on the bottom stair inside a white pyrex bowl was the creature, a larva we had seen
inside a cocoon I had partially opened three weeks before thinking it might be some kind of seed
pod, emerging. We watched as a furry body used its thin legs to roll the cocoon casing around and
around. It obviously was trying to climb onto a branch, so I took it outside and let it climb onto a
small piece of bark from the mulch and from there onto a low protected branch of a rhododendron
bush right in front of the porch.
From the shape of the body and the antennae it was a moth, so I stopped everything and settled into
a small space in that garden with my camera. For about an hour I was enthralled to watch a luna
moth slowly stretch and expand its wings from little 1/4” nubbins to full pale green 3” long and wide
wings with a brown edge around the top and long “tails” at the bottom, the moth’s front feet crossed
over each other to grasp the branch firmly. It stayed there for hours, long after dark, but was gone in
the morning. Many photographs show the progression, but can’t possibly explain the miracle of
caterpillar to cocoon to hard shell brown larva turning into a furry pale green body and wings!
This miraculous transformation brought a sense of the
presence of Spirit that day. It makes me wonder: what
kind of transformation can we each go through, are we
ready to accept? How are we transforming our inner and
outer lives to bring more beauty to the world? Can we
fully accept and allow our inner beauty to come forth, be
seen out in the world?
I was thinking about the luna moth as the “truest whole
self” of that creature. Yet the earlier stages of the
caterpillar and larva inside the cocoon are just as true.
They are different stages of the life of a being that are
really all one. I invite you all to consider what other
metaphors and queries could emerge from this process of
transformation I was lucky enough to witness and share
them with us in the newsletter.
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Highlights from a year in Malawi, East Africa from Kathy and Chris Beach
Here are a few highlights of our year in Malawi, East Africa. I worked with an organization called Seed Global Health, and
my project was to help launch a Midwifery Led Ward at a large hospital in Blantyre, Malawi. I taught midwifery students in
the classroom and also in the hospital. I worked closely with
the faculty at Malawi University as we planned the new space
for normal births in the Labor and Delivery area of the
hospital. Chris was, as usual, an awesome support for me,
and he used the time away to write some new poetry and
edit some of his older poems and prose pieces.
We had a chance to visit Victoria Falls on both the Zambia
and Zimbabwe sides—spectacular!

Great sunsets in Malawi, and we marveled at each unique one!
We had a chance to go back and see old friends in Kenya. We enjoyed some time with “Mama Sarah”, Barack Obama’s
grandmother!
(cont-)
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(Highlights from Kathy and Chris Beach, continued)

We visited yet another
wonder of the world—
Mount Kilimanjaro, in
Amboselli National Park,
with my sister and her
husband.
I’m here (below) with my
colleague, Ursula. She is the
force behind the
development of a Midwifery
Led Ward. She wants to see
midwives working to the full
extent of their licensure,
with autonomy and
leadership in providing
respectful maternity care to
the women of Malawi.

And, above, my eager, curious and wonderful first-year midwifery students!
We feel very blessed to have had this opportunity. And we’re also blessed to be safely back home with all of you at PFM!
Kathy and Chris Beach

The Parking Lot and Driveway
paving project is complete!
The contractor advises that during
this summer’s hot weather, to avoid
digging into the asphalt surface,
every effort should be made to avoid
turning vehicle wheels when a vehicle
is not moving. Turning should only
take place in gentle curves.
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True silence is the rest of the
mind; and is to the spirit,
what sleep is to the body,
nourishment and refreshment.
William Penn, 1644-1718

Quaker Religious
Education Collaborative
Joining Hands in Service
to Quaker Religious
Education
http://quakers4re.org/
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Portland Friends Meeting
1837 Forest Ave
Portland, ME 04103

Address Service Requested

Next newsletter deadline:
Tuesday, September 15, 11:59pm
submissions: pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

